Anaesthesia and Intensive Care has grown considerably over its twenty years of publications, and to facilitate more frequent publication it is necessary to streamline the processing of all submissions, to contain costs, maximise efficiency and to minimise the introduction of errors into text and layout. Disk submissions greatly facilitate correction of spelling errors, deletions and additions to text. Errors which are introduced at the stage of the printer keying in each word of the text (words with which he is often unfamiliar) are avoided, proofreading is much simpler and huge savings of time are made which translate into increased efficiency and accuracy.
The Journal would prefer all manuscripts submitted for publication to be on disk. However, few papers are accepted with only minor editorial amendments to the first draft. Most of those accepted at least need some rewriting by the authors, if not major changes. For this reason we would prefer authors to submit the disk, including all amendments and rewritings, when the paper is accepted for publication. Of course, if it is not possible for authors to put papers on disk, we will welcome submissions in the usual accepted hard copy presentation.
For disk submissions to be in the most acceptable form, we make the following recommendations. If you propose using an IBM-compatible computer system, the preferred software would be WordPerfect 5.1. Should you prefer to use an Apple Macintosh PC, it would be advisable to use Microsoft Word 5.1. All word processing packages, however, are ultimately acceptable but some will need special conversion. All disks must contain an ASCII file, title page and entire text.
The disk should be almost completely unformatted. The text should be single-line and single-word spaced. However, the accompanying hard copy should be double-line spaced, so we ask authors to delete this double-line spacing from the disk by search and replace before submission. (If you, yourself, are not particularly au fait with the technicalities of word-processing, your secretary/typist probably is. Give him/her a copy of these requirements and all should be well.)
Formatting of title, sub-titles, running heads, etc will be done by the Editor and printer in the style of the Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Vol. 21. /\'u. 3, June, 1993 279 Journal. No indents are required: the left-hand margin should remain static and the right-hand margin should not be justified but left ragged, with no hyphens at the end of the line. Bold type, multiple fonts and different point sizes must be avoided.
The print-out of this material will not look at all attractive, but will bring joy to the heart of the editor and designer who do not have to strip out incompatible formatting before re-encoding. Where a paper such as a review has many sections and sub-headings, where large capitals, boldface, small capitals and italics could enhance the presentation, we ask the author to submit a print-out sample of a fully formatted section to indicate style preferences. The hard copy identical to the disk may also be annotated by hand indicating preferred typefaces.
The text on disk should not include tables, figures, legends or equations, but the preferred position of these in the hard copy submission should be marked with an entry, "TAKE IN FIGURE 1 HERE", "TAKE IN EQUATIONS 1-3", etc. Coding of numerical digits, symbols and suchlike is often incompatible between software packages and a print-out of a scientific equation may bear no apparent relationship to the original. Tables, equations, appendices and legends should be typed and added to the end of the hard copy which accompanies the disk. Figures should be in the usual glossy print format (two copies and two photocopies).
The content of the hard-copy print-out must be identical to the disk submission. It is frustrating to find that the hard copy is the first draft of a paper and the disk version has been substantially modified for resubmission, or vice versa. The hard copy may be annotated with minor changes in handwriting, and these will be taken in at sub-editing stage.
We ask all contributors to observe these guidelines both for the speedy and efficient processing of submissions and the consequent likely earlier publication of your efforts. ' We look forward to receiving your next submissions on disk! JEANETTE THIRLWELL JONES Executive Editor
